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The most important question you can ask
concerning substance abuse treatrnent is whether
or not it works. At Valley Hope, our answer is
a resounding Yes! Treatment Works. People can
and do recover from their addiction to alcohol and

other durgs. Lost work days can become
productive work days and families torn apart by

the addiction can begin to love again.

There are some other important questions.
Valley Hope's answer is the same for each...Yes.

Yes, Valley Hope offers quality substance abuse
treatment services with the focus on individual recovery

Professional, certified staff direct an individualized
treatment plan. All Valley Hope facilities are JCAHO

accredited and/or state licensed.

Yes, the treatment services offered by Valley Hope are
grounded in 12-Step philosophy with strong emphasis on
family participation, spirituality (non-denominational) and

continuing care placement.

Quality treatment does not have to be expensive.
Valley Hope can answer your questions about

affordability with a resounding des, too. Call us
today and let Valley Hope say~es to your

treatment needs.

VALLEY HOPE
ASSOCIATION

Alcohol, Drug and Related Treatment Services
Treatment facilities in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and Oklahoma.

Fly to Recovery Program available across the United States.

Corporate Offices P.O. Box 510 Norton, KS 67654

ADMISSIONS 1-800-544-5101 INFORMATION 1-800-654-0486
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Underestimating the value of continued

follow-up for traumatic evens exposes
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I~ D 1 T O R S N O T E

FINDING THE
`COMFORT ZONE'

ost business professionals would probably tell you they consider com-

puters to be one of their most impor~ant tools. But can the same be

said about employee assistance professionals and therapists? Do they
'~ trust computers that much? The proliferation of behavioral health software for

li screening, testing and diagnosis, as well as evaluation, outcome measurement and

various TQM-related functions, would suggest such computer programs are
~'~ already gaining acceptance. Still, there are many EA and mental health practi-

'. tioners who haven't found that all important comfort zone when working with

treatment technology.

A comfort zone generally depends on achieving a sense of control and trust, no
matter what the task or tool. It helps one cope with barriers and expands one's

~ options. Several of the feature topics in this issue, among them cultural diversity,
workplace violence and assessment software, focus on the significance of employ-
ees developing a sense of control and crust.

Of course, in times of almost constant change, anything dependent on a sense
~ of control or trust would seem to be at great risk. When workloads have doubled
j or trebled and work flow is on fast forward, comfort zones draw less from well-

established habits and work relationships and more from the tools that support

the current priority. Here again, we come to computers.

EA assessment and behavioral therapy are not going to be replaced by software

programs, but in the not too distant Future, the practitioners who cannot get

comfortable with this burgeoning technology may find themselves replaced by a

generation with less professional experience but a solid computer comfort zone.

C.~LK-tJ ~/1~lc~N/t~c~
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THE MULTIPLAN NETWORK IS MORE t~1a110UT ZO,000 health care facilities nationwide
— it is the tens of thousands of people who work with us in those facilities to keep
health costs reasonable for the 20 million people who rely on us. As the largest
Preferred Provider Organization in the nation, we offer our clients discounts at:

• general hospitals
r •subacute facilities

~u • rehabilitation/orthopedic facilities
~y'~~ ~ •psychiatric and alcoholism and substance abuse

_~ treatment facilities
•home health care providers
• facilities with specialties in organ transplants.

In addition, our clients benefit from our growing network of physicians.
Additional savings are available through our MultiPlan Managed Care divi-
sion, which provides a full range of managed care options.

Our hundreds of clients include insurance companies, corporate benefit
plans, third-party administrators, and labor-management and government
benefit plans.

We have more experience helping our clients save money at health care
facilities than anybody else. We've been at it for 25 years,
and its our only business.

For information on how The Get-Well Networks"' can
become your network, please call Ed Rothstein or
Ron Katz at 800 677-108 or write to MultiPlan Inc.,
115 Fifth Avenue, Newyork, NY 10003. MvifiPlGlYl

Americas Managed Cc~rc~
Partner
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PSYCHf~IOGICAt ASSESSMENTS USED TO SILENCE COMPLAINTS

unlerous nuclear plant enz~3loyces claim psychological assessments ace being

used to sil~•~~cc• con:xplsaints :il~out li~ulry i~~gtiipaaierxC. 1'h<; U.S. Nucle:iA~

(.;orniTiissiun is ci.u~r~nt:ly incesti~~iriri~ cl,iiil~~s of erriployee hsirassn~iei~t
a~;ainsc Norr{~easr Utilities, the• rr~ajorit:}~ owilcr of cl~ie Waccrford, (.;onr~., Mitlstr~ne

x~udear plant complex.

/1t various cpallpanirs eliruu~;hout tl~e a~tulrcy, prcviotislp valtGeci c~nzplo"acs

have po,tied s;.if~ety gt.u~stiorts only to find their u~irellectu,al ~•uuiE>etrric:e 1~c1e{ in

cry-iesticin aFCCr~a~arcls.

According co 7~i~ W~tl~ 5'tre~~t./ou.r~<<~/„ C~ilcnda Kay I~•1~illcr vas Forced to atcc»d a

se~ric5 ol~sc~sions ~~eicl~ a psyc6olo~;~ist after presrtacin,; d~xibts about nc~~ reliability ~f.'

;~in ctnpli>ye~c-idcnri(~icatioa~i systcn~ ,~t rl~ir i3~~owns berry e~ucic°ac ~~I;ircc i~rG I_)ccan.u; 11la.
After bc~~in~; t~i.ies[°ic~~~cd ~il:><~iit everythiri~, from her c~litu~ch attcndai~ce t:o the i~uiur , ~ `

bet oCparl<i~i~; tickets she lead received, she vas bred because:, .iccor~lin~, ~o ~~ r

piny, shc~ wc~.5 uixfit to wc~ilc.

An en~;iriccr of [alocida Power ri~i~i~i l.,iglat claimed he: was Fired bcratisc hc~~~~vutild
not: sttbrnit hims~lf~co a F~s}rcl~iia~~ri~ ccsc. l'he test ~a~as rcqu~sted after h~~ vcriccd a,i~-

cerns al.~out the rcliabili~y of~ reac~~or-pressure itionie~ici~1€; ryuipment ar <~nr ~~1~ the

companys [:~cilittcs. /\Etci~ he fi14d a complaint a6oiAt Iris cGszl~issal ~viil~ the Lab~~r

Department; }'1' &I, was ti~rccd to rel~irc liim

ALCOHOL-MEDICATION
REACTIONS LAST LONG-TERM
The National Inseit~uce on Alcohol

Abuse and Alcoholism spells out w}ry iYiix-

ing alcohol and medication call cause neg-

ative reactions in its users. llepcnding on

the medicatiai and the age of the individ-
ual, tLie reactions could range froiai minor

problems to being. terminal,

According to NIAAA, alcohol can re-

duce adrug's ef£ective~less by limiting the

amoiuir of CI1e drug drat actually readies
the intended target. There are four possible

reactions:

(1) An acute dose of alcohol could alr.er

medication because it is competing with

the drug for the same metabolizing
enzymes.

(2) Long-tecin consumption of alco-
hol may activate drug metabolizing

enzyixies drat could diminish the effects
of medication.

(3) Enzymes activaCed by chronic alco-

hol consumption may transform some

drugs into toxic cheixiicals that can dam-

age the liver or other organs.

(4) Alcohol can intensify the effects of

sedatives and narcotics during die chemi-

cal interaction iii the brain.

6

1.'t•esently> thea~e are over 2,800 prescrip-

tion drugs available in the .United States
and 2,000 over-die-cowiter medications.

It is estimated that alcohol-medica-

tion related factors account for approxi-

marely 25 percent of all enlergcnc:y room

admissions.

About 70 percent of ad~ilc Americans

drink at Icast occasionally anti 10 percent
drink daily. These st~itistics suggest tl~.at
there has to be some mixing of medicatial

and alcohol.

FEDERAL RULES MAKE HMOS
LIFT LIMITS ON DOCTORS
A new rule issued by the federal govern-

ment officially restA~icts HMOs Eiom oFfer-

ing financial incentives to doctors to limit

their services and thereby Ice~p costs down.

The new rules apply only to those pro-

viding services to Medicaid and Medicare

rECipients.

'Tlze rules give: doctors aid physician

groups with fewer than 25>000 patients
~rotectian that will limit their financial
losses. If the doctor or physicians group is
at risk of losing more than 25 percent of
its compensation by referring clients to
specialists, the individual or group will be

I N (: S

June 19-21
The Employer Behavioral Healthcare

Summit, in Snowbird, Utnh, is sponsored
by The Employer Behavioral Healthcare
Partnership and Centralink. The canfer-
ence will offer results-oriented presen-
tations by leading industry experts. For
more information, call (415) 851-8411.

June ZO-22
The AHA SPSAS/NAPHS is sponsoring

the 2nd Annual Joint Educational Confer-
ence in Washington, DC. The conference
will provide attendees with the tools
needed to develop effective clinical pro- i
grams to serve public sector patients. For ;
more information, call (800) 863-1702.

June 26-28
Provider-Sponsored Networks in Beha-

vioral Healthcare: How 4o Create, Oper-
ate and Market Provider-Owned Behav-
ioral Delivery Systems, in Chicago. It

'focuses on teaching the Seven skills of
highly effective providers. For more
information, contact Centralink-NET:
4,15) 851-8411.

"Iu1y 11-12
Infoline and International Business

~~ Communications are sponsoring the
Innovative Strategies for Medicaid
Behavioral Health Managed Care
Conference, in Phildelphia. For more

~, information, contact IBC Conferences:
U8) 481-6400.

ly 24-27
The National Association of Alcoholism

and Drug Abuse Counselors is sponsoring
NAADAC '96, to be held in Minneapolis,
Minn. Participants in the four day
conference may receive up to 28 hours of
countinuing education credit for work-

:: shops on the art and science of addiction
counseling. For more information, contact

`,NAADAC at (800 548-0497.

w,~.wmw~,.:G
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declared at "substantial financial risk."

The days of .i doctor's ward being auto-

inatically accepted u~e gone. A growi~ig

number of patients are taping it upon

themselves to do their own research,

inveseigating the docror's diagnoses.

Reacting ro this reenci of patients chcck-

ing oi~t doctors, there are canpaiiies

springing up all over the country speeial-

izing in the compilation of disease-related

inforJnatiou.

LEGAL HERB UNDER SUSPICION
FOR DRUG-LIKE DANGERS

Ephcclra, a new herbal drug, is being

scrutinized by tl~e TINA arts{ ocher con-

eerneci parties because. of~ the nlarlcecing

techniques and possible effects of the herb.

Accordiiag ro The New Yoy~lz %~~rvaes, the

herb is iizarl<ered as a "`safe, legal and.

PLEA- approved alternative to illi~ic .drugs

like Ecstasy and methamphecamine.° It is

presently very popular amon~~ rlie ttatit~ri's

yoi.ing people.

The herb has been connected to 395
bad reactions and possibly 15 dcadls.

Ut~fortunarely, the FT~A_ Jlas had a l~~ird

time linlciiig clie eFfeccs of else herb to a

specif c herbal component. Without proof

chat a specific compound within the herb

has hurt a particular ~~erson, el~ie FDA can

only issue a public warni~lg indicating

possible side effects of the substance.

F pliedra is a Chinese herb tl~ar. is used

primarily to treat upper respicarory prob-

lems. It is legal because a law was passed in

1994 that prohibits the regulation of

dietary supplements and hei•Us as drugs.

After the law was p~isseci, companies

across the ~iacion beg~iu to openly i7~v-lcet

rile product under various names such as

Cloud ), f-Ierb~l Ecstasy and Ultimate

Xplioria.

SURVEY REVEALS DRINKING HABITS
of xaur~G Apu~rs
A nation~il survey conducted on 18-

yeai~-~1cls to 30-year-olds by the American.

They look like kids. They act like kids. But they have adidt sized problems.
Some are into drugs. Some alcohol Others have been physically or sexually

abused.
They don't know they have a proUlem. But you do.
Boys &Girls Town of Missouri extends its successhd ther2py services to

children in the have and school setting. The Outpatient Care Programs are
cost-effective and successful for children between
the ages of 6 and 17.

So, what do you say? Get diem help while they
are still small. Because as they grow, so will the • ~
hiu t.

For more information call ""
(573)265-3251. Boys & ~s11~5 Town

St. Louis • St. James •Springfield 
ofMisso~ni

may/lure 1996 Circle 3 on card.

Medical Association fo~ind that 40 percene

of Anxericlns drank to levels that iznpaircd

judgmeAlt a~~d physical performance and

that one in. Five were hinge dritilcers.

Five percent of tliosc suivcyed said they

drove every time they drank alcohol, while

1) percent admitted they were bznge

drinkers and 7 percent claimed they binge

drank every time they consumed alcohol.

f'he survey found cleat, tunong drinkers,

mein driills on a m~>re frequene basis and

generally cirinlc more heavily than women.

(.)ne third of Those surveyed said chcy

did .not drink alcoholic beverages. 'T"hat

broke clown tc~~ 27 percent of the male

respondents saying r1,1ey did not dria~lc and

42 percent of clie female respondeucs.

Flii%C➢S` ~ESIRk FOR MEUItAtt~ IViONEY
AIDS CONSUMERS' ~(~TTOMi.INE

Tt~csou IiMC)s ~~~e having apricing war

that leas creates{ an environment chat

tiCCtIIS CU t)C WOI'ISL7.~ t0 t~1C COIlti L1lT1C1'~S

advantage:.

Child Care Resource &Referral

Workplace Options is one of the most respected
names in dependent care. We custom design
enhanced Child Care Resource &Referral programs
to meet the needs of EAP's and corporations.

Our comprehensive, affordable service provides a
high quality addition to your Work/Life program.

a rniminum of 3 referrals with
guaranteed openings
nationwide database accessing all
types of child care placements

.~ specialized, informative assistance
,~ quality service delivery
~. toll-free number access

For more information on designing a service that is
responsive to the needs of your client contact:

OPTIONS, INC.
109 5. Bloodworth St, Raleigh, NC 27601

1-800-699-8011
Work/Life consulting services also available

Circle 4 on card. 7
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1'he-war is centered 'around Medicare

recipients. Four Tucson HMOs ace vying

For money that. the government allocates

to states providing tuedical care for

Medicare patients.

The. HMOs have caused a large migra-

tion of clients front the conventional

Medicare plan by offering newer, cheaper

services centered around preventive care.

The goal is to hold down costs by pre-

venting people from developing an illness

or once ill, from. developing more

advanced medical p~•oUlems.

}3y cutting costs and providing more

services than the traditional Fee-for-service:.

Medicare plan, the local Tucson HMOs

are tapping into a new market that is in

need of their services.

Naturally, the financial potential of this

market has sparked competition for the

business of the local elderly population,

Although this approach to Medicare

delivery seems to be woi'lcing, theA•e are

still sane complaints conce~~ning tlie, effi-

cacy of the HMOs and the quality of scr-
vices rendered.

Currently, Arizona's level of parieiit cov-
erage is close co 1.00 percent.

SURVEY FINDINGS BACK VALUE
OF WELLNESS INITIATIVES

Results of a survey c~~xducted Uy die

Group Management Division (GMD) of

American International Group (AICr)

support the value of wellness initiatives.

The survey found that while 91 per~e~ic

of U.S.-based multinationals have insti-

nued avariety ofwellness programs in the

United.. States to improve the Health status
of employees and lower the costs of health

benefits, only 28 percent have imple-
inented die same initiatives in company
affiliates overseas.
Although die number of co~npai~ies

actually implementing wellness inicia-
tives overseas is low, the survey revealed

that 88 percent of its participants

believed that.. empowering employees to

8 Circle 5 on card.

be wise c~nsumets of Health services will

become increasingly important over die

next five years.

According to she conxpanies surveyed,

the main reasons for not implementing

some .type of healthcare: system overs4as

have to do with perceived problems and

not actual glitches in the current system.

RENO WANTS HATE CRIMES
STATISTICS ACT REAUTHORIZED

AttoA•ney C~ei~ecal Janet Reno has asked
Congress to reauthorize the Hate Crime

Statistics Act that enabled the Department

ofJustice to callc:ct statistics on haee criancs

from state and local enforcement agencies.

Reno cites xhe continued j~roblems of

hate crimes and hate-related acts as the

reason for reinstating the'act.

The Justice department has continued

to collect data orr liace crimes; but Reno

waiics congressional reauthorization in an

effort to demonstrate commitment on a

national level to alleviating the problem.

intoximeters
50 years experience in ull uspects of

breath alcohol testing

The solution to all of your breath alcohol testing needs:
The portable ALCO-SF,NSOR IV / R13T IV

• Automated collection of subject sample

• Step by step menu guides the
operator through the testing procedure

• Technical and operational support

1-800-451-8639
For complete information on all stationary and portable

Intoxlmeters breath alcohol testers

Circle 6 on card.
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Analysis of Beh~zvio~~xl No~Yns

Basic to Corpo~~zte Pursuit

of O~g~zniz~ztion~zl Effectiveness
B y E d g a r F J o h n s

orkplace demographics

are changing, organiza-

tions are flattening their

hierarchical structure and

technology is aiding the development of

geographically distributed teams. These are

the essential reasons why organizations are

troubled by cultural diversity. Diversity is

about valuing differences among organiza-

tional members and fully using the multi-

ple resources brought to the table to solve

problems and increase organizational

effectiveness.

The United States is among the best in

the world for protecting the rights of indi-

viduals. Despite this, instances of bias and

discrimination occur. Access to opportuni-

ty is not always equal. Even when access

approaches equality, people do not always

work well together. Interpersonal conflicts,

competition among co-workers, misunder-

standings about team members' roles and

differences in power, status and influence

interfere with an organization's effective-

ness and its ability to capitalize on the ben-

efits of diversity.

Cultural Diversity Model
This article looks at a model for under-

standing workplace diversity and measur-

ing current and future states of cultural

diversity within an organization. By mea-

suring cultural diversity, an organization

will be able to grasp the underlying dynam-

ics of its diversity and systematically modi-

fy its structure to increase its acceptance of

diversity and, thereby, improve employees'

effectiveness and productivity.

Cultural diversity can be viewed as an

outcome measure that is influenced by the

following: 1) individual characteristics, 2)

organizational characteristics and 3) envi-

ronmental characteristics. Individual char-

acteristics include such basics as age, sex

and ethnicity; work data, such as tenure,

occupation, hierarchical level and func-

tional area; and demographics and person-

al data, such as knowledge, skills, abilities,

values, beliefs, attitudes, personality, and

cognitive and behavioral styles.

Organizational characteristics include

leadership philosophy, patterns of influ-

ence, organizational history, missions,

goals, strategy, policies and size. Envir-

onmental characteristics include economic

circumstances, technology, social customs

and practices, and legal and competitive

pressures.

As an outcome, cultural diversity mea-

sures the impact of the characteristics of the

organization, individual and environment

on how work gets done within an organiza-

tion and how organizational members work
together. These characteristics coalesce into

behavioral norms and expectations that
members adopt to fit in and get work done
within the organization.

Cultural diversity can also be viewed as

a variable that influences the outcomes of
individuals, groups and organizations.
• At the individual level, cultural diver-

sity influences motivation to perform, role

clarity/conflict, stress, job satisfaction and

intention to leave, among others.

• At the group level, cultural diversity

influences cooperation, trust, problem-

solving effectiveness, coordination and

creativity.

• At the organizational level, cultural

diversity influences efficiency, effective-

ness, profitability, reliability, adaptability,

quality of product services and customer

satisfaction or retention.

Cultural styles are themselves influenced

and reinforced by organizational structure.

It includes managerial and supervisory

styles, reward systems, performance-

appraisal systems, decision-making, inElu-

encestructures, communication styles, and

training and development.

Measurement and Cultural Diversity. An

organization's cultural diversity styles can

and should be measured. The optimal

approach is to measure the current state

(i.e., norms and expectations as they cur-

rently exist within an organization) and

the desired, state (i.e., norms and expecta-

tions as they would ideally exist within an

organization). This approach provides the

basis for organizational change and devel-

opment because the gap between the cur-

rent and the ideal states identifies the areas

needing change and development.

Change and Cultural Diversity. An effec-

tive model for change considers three con-

cepts: awareness, acceptance and action.

Before change can proceed, organizational

members must become aware of the need

for change as well as what needs to change.

Getting "buy-in" or acceptance is the next

step whereby organizational members

develop an understanding of why the

change is necessary. Finally, organizational

members take action and implement the

necessary change. This process for change

is facilitated by measuring an organiza-

tion's current and ideal cultural diversity

states. Awareness and acceptance are gener-

ated by analyzing the gaps between the

current and ideal states.

may/june 1996 9



C U L T U R A L D I V c R S I T Y

Table 1: Behavioral Norms of the Cultural Diversity Inventory
Style Description Example Items

Consirucfive Styles
Achievement Characterizes organizations that do things well and vale members who Pursuing a standard of excel-

set and accomplish their own goals. Members of these organizations set lance; openly showing enthu-
challenging but realistic goals, establish plans to reach those goals and siasm
pursue them with enthusiasm.

Self Actualizing Characterizes organizations that value creativity, quality over quantity and Thinking in unique and inde-
both task accomplishment and individual growth. Members of these orga- pendent ways; doing even
nizations are encouraged to gain enjoyment from their ~NOrk, develop them- simple tasks well
selves and take on new and interesting activities.

Humanistie Characterizes organizations that are managed in a participative and per- Helping others to grow and
Encouraging son-centered way. Members are expected to be supportive, constructive develop; taking time with

and open to influence in their dealings with one another. people

Affiliative Characterizes organizations that place a high priority on constructive inter- Dealing with others in a
personal relationships, members are expected to be friendly, open and sen- friendly way; sharing feelings
sitive to the satisfaction of their work group. and thoughts

Passive - Defensive Styles
Approval Describes organizations in which conflicts are avoided and interpersonal Making sure people accept

relationships are pleasant — at least superficially, members feel they should you; "going along" with others
agree with, gain approval of and be liked by others.

Conventional Describes organizations that are conservative, traditional and bureaucrats- Always follows policy and
tally controlled. Members are expected to conform, follow rules and make practices; fitting into the mold
a good impression

Dependent Describes organizations that are hierarchically controlled and nonpartici- Pleasing those in positions of
pative. Centralized decision making in such organizations leads members authority; doing what is
to do only what they are told and to clear all decisions with superiors. expected

Avoidance Characterizes organizations that fail to reward success but nevertheless Waiting for others to act first;
punish mistakes. This negative reward system leads members to shin taking few chances
responsibilities to others and avoid any possibility of being blamed for a
mistake.

Aggressive - Defensive Styles
Oppositional Describes organizations in which confrontation prevails and negativism is Pointing out flaws; being hard

rewarded. Members gain status and influence by being critical and thus to impress
are reinforced to oppose the ideas of others and to make safe (but ineffec-
tual) decisions

Power Describes nonparticipative organizations structured on the basis of the Building up one's power
authority inherent in members' positions. Members believe they will be base; motivating others any
rewarded for taking charge, controlling subordinates and, at the same way necessary
time, being responsive to the demands of superiors.

Competitive Characterizes organizations in which winning is valued and members are Turning the job into a contest,
rewarded for outperforming one another. People in such organizations never appearing to lose
operate in a "win-lose" framework and believe they must work against
gather than with) their peers to be noticed.

Perfectionistic Characterizes organizations in which perfectionism, persistence and hard Doing things perfectly; keep-
work are valued. Members feel they must avoid all mistakes, keep track of ing on top of everything
everything and work long hours to obtain narrowly defined objectives.

" ~I I,~
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Organizational Culture
"t'hc Culture for Diversity Inventory

(Clli; Cooke &Lafferty, 1995) is a survey

designed to measure the shared values and

beliefs that influence the thinking and

behavior of organizational members. A

derivative of the Organizational Culture

Inventory (Cooke &Lafferty, 1989), the

CDI contains 120 items that measure 12

thinking styles or behavioral norms that

influence the way people work together

and treat each other within an organiza-

tion. (See chart on behavioral norms.)

Based on these thinking styles, the CDI

can be arranged in terms of three broad

factors: constructive styles, passive-defen-

sive styles and aggressive-defensive styles.

The constructive styles (achievement,

self-actualizing, humanistic encouraging

and affiliative) measure an organization's

behavior and expectations with respect to

its need for satisfaction by balancing the

task- and people-orientations.

The passive-defensive styles (approval,

conventional, dependent and avoidance)

are those concerned with preserving the

security needs with an emphasis on peo-

ple-oriented behaviors. These styles are

primarily concerned with maintaining

interpersonal relationships at the expense

of personal satisfaction and self-esteem.

The aggressive-defensive style (opposi-

tional, power, competitiveness and perfec-

tionistic) are cultural styles concerned with

maintaining security needs through a task-

orientation. These styles measure the extent

to which an organization focuses on the

appearance of task accomplishment at the

expense of interpersonal relationships. The

behaviors that fit defensive styles are less

effective than those encouraged by the con-

structive styles and are detrimental to the

management of diversity.

Problem-Solving
Research and practice have shown

repeatedly that high quality solutions to

problems and decisions are made by

groups or teams. Workteam heterogeneity

promotes high quality solutions. In group

problem-solving training, using simula-
tions such as the Desert Survival Situation

and the Project Planning Situation, mixing
men and women into newly formed teams
often produces a higher quality solution

to the problem than found among teams

with only men or only women.

Workteam diversity promotes decision-
making and problem-solution because

team. members bring to the. table multiple

perspectives in knowledge, skills and expe-

rience. Team diversity enables its members

to build upon each other's individual solu-

tions by combining elements of them into

new and innovative solutions. For diverse

teams to work effectively, cooperation and
understanding must develop. Members

must come to trust and value one another.

To accomplish this, members must become

aware of and accept the differences that

exist among team members.

In decision-making and problem-soly-
ing, the effectiveness of a decision is a

function of the quality of the solution or

the acceptance of it. Solution quality is

dependent upon whether an answer

already exists. If so, one can go to the

source—experts or textbooks. Oftentimes,

however, a solution is not already available

and the team must generate a new solu-
tion. When this occurs, the quality of the
solution depends on the rational skills of

the team and its members—the extent to

which team members analyze the situation

(i.e., separate facts from assumptions),

identify their objectives, consider alternative

strategies and discuss adverse consequences.

The acceptance of a decision depends

upon the interpersonal skills of the team

members. To optimize the acceptance of a

decision, team members must trust each

other, listen, support, constructively differ

(opinions are stated without making per-

sonal attacks on team members), and

ensure that all team members are partici-

pating in the discussion and decision.

Both quality and acceptance are

required for an effective decision and its

implementation. If the quality is lacking,
organizations risk implementing a poor
solution; if acceptance is lacking, organiza-
tional members are less likely to support
and implement the solution.

References are available from the maga-

zine on request.

johns is vice president of Research and

Development for Human Synergistics Inc., ira

Plymouth, Mich.

Photo by Superstoeh; art by Diane Ong.
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• CONTIIVULJM OF CARE
Adult/adolescent inpatient,
adult/adolescent residential,
partial care and intensive
outpatient treatment sites provide
tranquil, specialized settings
within anon-denominational
Christian perspective.

♦ LICENSURE
State licensed, JCAHO
accreditation with commendation
and GRAMPUS provider.

• STAFF
Highly skilled professional staff
of licensed psychiatrists,
internists, psychologists, RN's,
master level therapists and
registered dietitians providing
individualized programs and
lengths of stay,

• TREATMENT COVERED BY
MOST INSURANCES
Expert assistance provided to
prospective patients in
determining availability of
benefits or other financial
options.

`~D~
Center for Anorexia ~d Bulimia, Inc.

Coming Soon: REMUDA-RANCH.com
P.O, Box 2481

Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1 (800) 445-1900
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UnderestiYn~zting Needs for Follow-up Creates New Casualties

B y

uring this time of increasing

workplace violence, short-
term critical incident inter-

ventions have evolved and

improved, but there still is a notable lack of

attention paid to the long-term effects of

workplace violence on individuals and

organizations.
The massacre at 101 California Street in

San Francisco was the city's worst work-

place homicide. The experience of manag-
ing the recovery effort following the

tragedy taught us many lessons —one of

them, that a lack of follow-up efforts can

have devastating long-term effects.

It was July 1, 1993. At 3:10 p. m., a 55-
year-old, disgruntled mortgage broker, Gian
Ferri, rode the elevator to the 34th floor

o./~zces of Pettit and Martin, one of the city's

most distinguished law fzrms; with a staf~'of
over 200 employees. He was neatly dressed in

a dark business suit and carried a simple

black canvas satchel containing legally pur-

chased pistols, and hundreds of rounds of

ammunition.

The crazed broker walked down the short

hallway and began spraying bullets through

the floor to ceiling glass wall of a conference

room leaving the people inside wounded or
dying, covered in broken glass and blood. He

continued down .the hallway into the

unlocked office of a Pettit attorneys whom he
shot and killed as he sat behind his desk. He

seriously wounded another attorney who

came to the aid of his partner. He continued

to roam the hallways and o~zces, shooting at

anyone in his path.

Fifteen minutes after Ferri had entered

101, he was dead, taking with him eight

others, wounding six, and leaving behind

hundreds more profoundly traumatized.

Somehow, the human resource profes-

B o b b i L a m b e r t,

Bobbi Lambert

sionals at Pettit and Martin had the pres-
ence of mind to call their Employee

Assistance Program provider. It was my

responsibility to manage the recovery

effort for the firm and its employees.

One of the immediate concerns was to

bring the staff together within 24 hours,

before the start of the long holiday week-

end. Acritical incident debriefing session

was held at a local hotel the following

morning and was attended by the entire
staff. The media were not informed about

the debriefing. It was essential to create a

private place to grieve and be together,

outside of public view.

Information was communicated about
the dead and the wounded, about surviving

family members and upcoming memorial

services. Information about the perpetrator

was provided and attempts were made to
make sense of his senseless acts. It was a
powerful gathering, bearing out the basic
truths of CISD: there is a considerable
range of individual responses, all of which

P h D

are legitimate; different people react in dif-

ferent ways to the same event; and the

grieving process also is individual, so there

is no set order to the experience or intensi-

ty of feelings, nor is there an established

time line victims are expected to follow.

During the next several weeks, individu-
al and group debriefings were provided.

Counselors, security guards, benefits spe-

cialists and massage therapists were avail-

able. Individual meetings, group meetings,
partner meetings, associate meetings and
administrative staff meetings were held to

discuss personal and business issues.
Finally, a reception for all the emergency

people, and many others who reached out

and gave support, was held towards the

end of the second week.

In that time, much healing did take

place. Then, the focus began to shift. From

most outside appearances at least, some

people would say things got back to a

"business as usual" atmosphere. But the

outward calm that seemed to descend over

the inhabitants was .more illusion than
reality and many of the long-term trau-
matic effects were yet to be felt.

The realities of work surfaced, and
many were grateful to have work to return
to. The raw emotionality and the uncom-

mon workplace intimacy that had devel-

oped began to fade for many. Soon, the
office started to buzz with work. Meetings

about the trauma were poorly attended.
There was less talk of the tragedy, less talk
in general. At this point, all formal crisis
response efforts ceased.

Long•Term Effects
The long-term effects of the 101 event

continue to unfold. There have been fur-
ther causalities. One of the wounded attor-

12 employeeassistance



neys died in October, 1995. Another is still

struggling to regain his health. Surviving

family members fight desperately to get on

with their lives and some are raising their

children by themselves.

The law firm of Pettit and Martin itself

became a casualty of the massacre. On

March 7, 1995, after 39 years in business,

the firm closed its doors forever. According

co one of the firm's managing partners, who

was quoted in a local legal newspaper,

"[The firm's demise] resulted not from a

crisis of finances, but from a crisis of

morale." (San Francisco Daily journal,

March 7, 1995). The firm simply could not

overcome the tragedy.

There were major defections by key attor-

neys to other firms.

Many other staff mem-

bers changed jobs or

sought new careers.

Some simply could not

live with the daily stress

of returning to the site

of the massacre. Three

years post-event, many

still look over their

shoulders even though

they are working in

other law firms, in other

office buildings. Work

will never again be a safe

place for many.

Since the 1993
shootings, San Fran-

Preferred Response

Based on the long-term perspective,

there are clear elements of a healthy long-

term response to a critical incident.

• It is imperative to address the systemic,

organizational issues that are present before

an incident of workplace violence occurs.

Any elements of organizational dysfunction

will usually be exacerbated following an

event. They may temporarily disappear dur-

ing the immediate crisis recovery period,

however, once the activity and attention

subside, they will resurface, many times "

with increased intensity.

• A system should be established to

monitor the potential onset of predictable

symptoms that could emerge or persist in

individuals and the

organization over time.

Interpersonal ' A company should
take advantage of the
opportunity to solidify

bonds are critical and build upon the rela-

tionships and increased

to the overall 
level of communication

and teamwork that will

develop immediately

functioning and following the crisis.
• It should treat

well-being of 
individuals, and the

organization, for the

the organization.

Cisco Bay Area compa-

nies and state regulators have taken the issue

of workplace violence very seriously. Many

local companies have taken proactive mea-

sures to protect themselves and their

employees from both internal and external

threats of violence through the escablish-

ment of threat-management teams; the

development of "zero tolerance for violence"

policies; the provision ofworkplace-violence

prevention training for managers, supervi-

sors and employees; and the enhancement

of security precautions at work.

Looking back, it is clear that all that

could be done at the time was done. The

immediate. needs had been addressed and

people did begin to normalize. But, because

of the magnitude of the event and the long-

term, delayed response to trauma,. it was

only, in retrospect, a beginning. What wasn't

done, was adequate long-term follow-up.

may/june 1996

inevitable onset of

post-traumatic stress

disorder (PTSD).

Debriefing sessions, or

psychological follow-

up, for employees, at intervals of one

month, three months, six months, and one

year following the trauma, are critical.

Although long-term follow-up is often

recommended, few companies actually

avail themselves of such services.

• It should provide ongoing group meet-

ings to improve interpersonal relationships,

deepen levels of trust and communication,

improve teamwork, and provide opportuni-

ties to proactively resolve conflict.

PiSD in the Workplace
In the case of workplace violence, it is

often said that you have "normal people

experiencing normal reactions to an

abnormal incident." Organizations, too,

suffer similar reactions after a traumatic

experience. PTSD results when func-

tioning continues to be disrupted three to

~~o~k lice
~~~~ c~~~~~ rV~~~

Call Avert to check
your applicant's
criminal history.

• Protect yourself
and your employees
from applicants
that have a history
of violence.

• Protect your
company from
potential
negligent hiring
IaWSU1tS.

Avert is the national leader in

employment background

checking. We guarantee that

the information we provide our

customers is the most accurate
and current available.

Call Avert today to learn more
about how we cm help you

hire sate, lanest,
competent emp~yees.

AVERT
~00.367s5933
Nasdaq National Market AVRT

http://www.avert.com
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six months post event and is no longer

considered to be normal.

Immediately following the event at 101,

the workplace did function as a healthy fam-

ily might, providing restorative and recov-

ery-promoting attributes that were activated

in crisis. The ability of the firm to function

as well as it did after the tragedy was largely

due to the tangible connections and net-

works that were formed between people.

But as the firm itself suffered the long-

term effects of post traumatic stress, the

organization could no longer mobilize the

internal group resources needed to sustain

productivity, morale and a high level of

functionality. The healing energies that

emerged spontaneously immediately after

the violence incident, all but disappeared

in the months that followed.

Traumatic in its own right was the dra-

matic change in the level of interactions

allowed once the focus of the organization

changed from trauma recovery to "busi-

ness as usual." The need to communicate

or be close to those who had suffered

through alife-altering experience together

didn't go away. The time, the resources and

the encouragement to do so did. The

results were devastating.

crust as Asset
liauivatic events threaten our sense of

trust in the world around us. They shatter
our assumptions about safety, predictability
and our ability to control. They destroy
entire belief systems developed over one's
lifetime. When an act of violence occurs at
work, employee loyalty to the comi~iany,
confidence in leadership, a sense of mutu-
al support and trust among co-workers, are

threatened. It is critical that organizations

ac~ively acknowledge the importance of

interpersonal bonds to the overall func-

tioning and well-being of the organization.

By doing so, it is possible for organiza-

tions and individuals to raise the level of

functioning even higher than existed

prior to the traumatic event. By not doing

so, both the organization and its employ-

ees will pay a very high price, and may

SUBSTANCE ABUSE

ASSESSMENT WITH

IMMEDIATE RESULTS

1

• FAST - 15 minutes to Administer and Score
• ACCURATE ~ Empirically Tested at 88%
• INEXPENSIVE - Volume Discounts Available
• VERSATILE -Paper/Pencil, Computer, Optical Scanning,

Adult &Adolescent Versions

For Information Call
800-726-0526

http://www.sassi.com
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never return to pre-event levels of being.

Employer Guidelines
Of the many important lessons learned,

the need for a proactive workplace violence
prevention and preparedness program was

reinforced. The cost of not preventing or

not being prepared to manage workplace

violence is a risk being undertaken by busi-

nesses, large and small, across the country.

Some organizations become targets simply

because they are accessible, ignore warning

signs or take no precautions.

In the area of workplace violence preven-

tion and management, it is clear that indi-

vidual employee responsibility including

both awareness and action plays a critical

role. All employees need to be aware of the

work environment, self and others and the

warning signs that predispose either indi-

viduals or organizations to violence.

Employees need to adhere to company

policies, use all available resources, manage

conflict proactively, attend "Violence in the

Workplace" training sessions and report

Il I --S '~ I S

M n N n[ M i r~ i

G R 0 U I'

~$tiei_.~_____.'

WORKPLACE
VIOLENCE

PREVENTION
11 If. SAFE WORKPLACE PROGRAM

• Policy &Procedure Development

• Management Training

• Human Resource / EA Consultation

• TOV Assessment

• Incident Response

24 Hour Consultation
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any incidence of threatening, intimidating
behavior. Incidents of workplace violence
do not need to occur on this scale to have
very traumatic effects on an organization
and its employees.

Employers should keep in mind that the
best possible prevention strategy involves
creating the right corporate culture, one that
engenders respect, fairness, open and honest
communication, effective and caring super-
vision, and employee participation, involve-
ment and personal development.
Employers should create an atmosphere

where there is "zero tolerance" for acts or
threats of physical violence, including
intimidation, harassment or coercion. The
work environment should make employees
feel safe about reporting any and all threat-
ening behavior, whether veiled, implied or
explicit. All threats should be investigated
so that employees know and understand
company policies are more than words on
paper and that their safety and well-being is
of critical concern to the organization.
The workforce should be trained about

the very real threat of workplace violence.
Managers, supervisors and employees
should all be made aware of the extent of
the problem, the policies and procedures
of the organization, the membership of
the threat-management team, the security
and emergency procedures to follow.
Employers should discuss issues of organi-
zation and individual responsibility and
improve the stress-, change-, communi-
cation- and conflict-management skills of
employees at all levels.

If a violent event occurs, employers
should respond to the physical, emotional

and psychological needs of their employ-
ees, recognizing that the organization as a
whole, as well as individuals, suffers. Heal-
ing, which will not happen spontaneously
must take place at both levels. Critical inci-
dent stress debriefings are essential, but

the work of dealing with the traumatic

aftereffects is not complete in days, weeks
or even months. It may take years.

Strangely, when employees and organi-
-rations survive an act of violence and the

loss of colleagues, they are also presented

with an opportunity to snake positive

changes. Denying the long-term effects of

a traumatic event causes communication

to close down, and brings a general con-

striction in the energy and commitment of

a company's greatest resource—its employ-

ees. The result is lowered morale, increased

physical and mental illness and loss of val-

ued employees.
When the leadership of an organization

does respond actively to a crisis, both in
the short- and long-term, they validate the
importance of the interpersonal bonds of

individuals to the overall functioning and
well-being of the organization. Thus, they
can raise the organizational functioning to
a higher level than existed before the trau-
matic event.

Lambert is president of Confidante Inc., a
San Francisco Bay Area consulting firm for
workplace problem-solving. She has IS years
experience in the fzelds of PTSD, and work-
pl~ce violence prevention.

Concerned About the Threat of Workplace Violence?
Now You Can Feel Safi at Work Again.
Since 1980, the Crisis Prevention Institute, (CPI), has
been training professionals like you in ways to suc-
cessfullymanage agitated, hostile and even physi-
cally assaultiveclients, co-workers or visitors. To
date, over one million individuals worldwide have
participated in our training programs.

Training Backed by Results.
CPI's violence prevention training programs have
been proven to be effective. In a recent survey
where over 1,200 organizations that use CPI's
training responded:

]~~~p reported a reduction in assaultive incidents

]~~~p reported a reduction in disruptive incidents

Training Options That Meet Your Needs and
Your Budget.

CPI offers regularly scheduled training programs in
over 70 U.S. and Canadian cities, customized on-
site training programs, videotape training programs
and professional consultations. We'd be more than
happy to work with you to determine the training
option that best meets your organization's needs
and budget.

FREE Resource Catalog.
To receive a FREE Catalog or to speak with a knowledgeable Training
Support Specialist, please callus at 1-800-558-8976 or fill out this
coupon and mail or fax it to us.

Name Titie

69% reported a decrease in workers' comp claims o~sa~'Zat'°" — - --- - '

Organization address

9Q~ re orted an increase in staff confidenceY /o p City _ _ State Zip code ,~ ,
~ Crisis Prevention Institute, Inc. 3315-K North 144th Street •Brookfield, WI 53005 • 1-800-558-8976 •FAX 1-41 4-783-5906 • E-mail: cpiC~execpc.comC/~ ~ Visit CPI's Violence Prevention Resource Center on the World Wide Web httpJ/www,execpc.com/-cps
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review reports. A meaningful outcome

review must be able to numerically

demonstrate adose-response curve of suc-

cess with length of time in treatment.

Good assessment software can save treat-

ment providers many thousands of dollars

in the pursuit of an outcome review study.

Interested readers should consider

obtaining from NCADI the following

package of resource materials produced by

NIDA: How Good is Your Drug Abuse

Treatment Program? A Guide to Eval-

uation (NIH Publication No. 93-3609),

the Resource Manual (NIH Publication

No. 93-3610), and the Overview and Case

Study (NIH Publication No. 3608).

After the Purchase
Once your organization has purchased

and installed the assessment software that is

right for your company, how do you use it?

• Training becomes a key element in

the success and effectiveness of the compu-

terized assessment. Some staff members

will learn quickly; others nnay do a paper

and pencil face-to-Face assessment that will

then be entered by someone else immedi-

ately following the assessment interview.

Training your staff in the use of computer-

ized assessments should involve them in

role playing. The ability of the clinician to

overcome his/her own anxiety about the

use of computers in the beginning thera-

peutic process will significantly impact the

success of the transition from paper and

pencil assessment.

But let us assume that a part of the

learning curve has been traveled and we are

ready to perform assessments with the new

assessment instrument and software.

• The client enters the office. The clin-

ician introduces himself or herself. The

monitor is displaying the .opening screen

of the computerized assessment that is

about to begin. The assessment will be

done via computer and the client's answers

will be entered directly into the computer.

You must provide the client sufficient time

Sierra Tucson offers a unique treatment approach, the Sierra Model'" This
has resulted in an astounding 70%success rate with people who've relapsed after
other inpatient programs.

Our effectiveness is based on amulti-disciplinary approach combining
practices from the medical, psychological, family system and self-help communi-
ties. We believe in a "whole person" philosophy of healing that addresses the
underlying problems of addiction—not just the symptoms.

Our serene setting in the high Sonoran Desert provides a safe envirorunent
where patients learn the necessary skills to regain control of their lives. For more
information about our life-changing program, call 1-800-842-4487.

~~
SIERRA TUCSON

16500 N. Lago del Oro Parkway •Tucson, AZ 85737
Liccnwxl 6y Arinxia Ik~xmmenc of li~:dch Scrviccs:.c a ~uuyc6i:irtic hnapiad anJ brhavi~xal hmUh msi~kminl ccmce Aecarlitnl Ay J.GA.1 LO.
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to ask questions about the process, which

may or may not include questions con-

cerning the computer.

The clinician begins the assessment

interview and follows the format of ques-
tions on the screen. One soon learns how
to maintain good eye contact, keep the

assessment interview focused, but nor

rushed, while moving from question to

question. Some clinicians prefer the client

be able to see the screen to assure that the

same answers given are entered. If clients

become upset and want to talk more in

depth about a particular issue, clinicians

should use their best judgment about han-
dling the situation.

• Once the assessment is completed, a

hard copy questionnaire (the assessment

instrumen~) can be printed out if that doc-

umentation is needed for the medical chart.

More importantly, a narrative report should

be immediately generated that prioritizes

the severity of assessed problem areas. Some

computerized, assessment software produce

`1~1ere
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violence
without
anger!

If you ui~uiage the anger now,

yot~ won't have the violeiZCe

later. Mitch Nlesscyr's ,Suss

Mctz~U~~re~nent Seminar t~~r

corpoi~itions and individuals

will teach ycxi l ow to reduce

the latunan stnd fii~anci~~l costs

of mismuiaged Eiger. Call

TheAn~Jer Clinic for

~ ~ . more information,

1-800334-2647.
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SPECIAL 40% DISCOUNT WHEN YOU BUY 10 OR MORE COPIES!

MANAGING VIOLENCE WORKPLACE

Lynne Falkin McClure, PhD
President, McClure Associates Management Consultants, Inc., Tempe, Arizona

"You think you know your co-workers well enough, but after
reading this, you may think again.... This book de/~nitely
raised my awareness level for potentially dangerous behaviors
in the workplace. McClure provides helpful guidelines and
examples ~iOr the manager to recognized behaviors that may
lead to violence and what to do about them."
—Wayne C. Reisenauer, MS, Vice President of Land Development,
Northwest building Corporation

"MCCLURE HAS PROVIDED A REAL SERVICE TO MANAGERS
WLTH THIS BOOK.... O/fers a practical, nuts-and-bolts
approach to what to do about workplace violence.... Of'
particular benef it to managers are the chapters on preventive
remedies... that can function as a safety net which prevent
problems be~'ure they escalate into tragedies."
—Neil Weiner, PhD, Psychologist, Adjunct Professor &Private Practice

LEARN TO IDENTIFY POTENTIALLY VIOLENT EMPLOYEE"

Risky Business tells in plain language the specific
behaviors that indicate an employee has the potential to
become violent, and it tells managers what to do—and
what not to do—to prevent workplace violence.
Author Lynne Falkin McClure describes in clear detail the
eight major categories of behavioral clues to violence and
includes anecdotes from work settings to help managers
and others identify possible violent employees. Most
importantly, she emphasizes what managers must and
must not do when they see these "clues" in an employee's
behavior and how to create and maintain a work environ-
ment that is more likely to protect everyone at work.

---'"~"' ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lynne Falkin McClure, PhD, is a management
consultant, workshop designer/facilitator, and

+"' ~i public speaker in Tempe, Arizona. President ofj

,~ McClure Associates Management Consultants,
`F°=~ Inc., since 1980, she specializes in work relation-

ships. Through "The McClure Institute in Tempe,
she offers five-day courses for executives, direc-
tors, and managers, and for EAP specialists and
mental health professionals on how to identify

and prevent potential violence in their own organizations.

Dr. McClure is available for workshops and speaking engagements on
this topic. Your organization will receive a 20%discount on the price of
participants' books. For information and scheduling, you may reach
Dr. McClure at PO Box 40637, Mesa, Arizona 85274-0637;
Phone: (602) 829-6801; E-mail: Ifmcclure@aol.com

$39.95 hazd. ISBN: 0-7890-0075-X. (Outside US/Canada/Mexico: $48.00)
$24.95 soft. ISBN: 0.7890-0100.4. (Outside US/Canada/Merico: $30.00)
Available Summer 1996. Approx. 270 pp.

7 REASONS WHY YOU NEED THIS 8()OK:
■ Shows how potentially violent employees can be

identified throrigh specific behaviors
■ Uses specific examples based on actual events
~ Shows that potentially violent employees give clear

warning signals long before becoming violent
Shows employers, managers, human resource
specialists, security personnel and other pertinent
individuals numerous steps to take to k~r~event
violence fiom occurring
Shows how organizations' "informal" policies may
unwittingly encourage violence and how to replace
these policies
■ I,mphasizes what managers and others must and must

not do when they see the warning signs in an
employee's behavior
Shows organizations how to deal with morale and
image if a violent episode does occur
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a graph that scores each problem area

assessed and quickly reveals those areas that

need treatment intervention. The narrative

therefore, is the precursor to the develop-

ment of the treatment. plan.

Before the interviewer signs the narra-

tive, areview ofthe data should be done to

assure the appropriateness of the finished

product. Organizationwide procedures

should be developed regarding what infor-

mation is shared with the client.

• Quality and appropriateness of care

can be easily monitored by supervisory

staff through the use of a computerized

assessment. A review of treatment plans

and goals should obviously be congruent

with the narrative report than prioritizes

the severity of the client's problems.

• Case conferences should be set up to

discuss and evaluate the process of a com-

puter-assisted assessment. One possible start

is to pass around several of the narrative

reports and let the interviewer of the client

present the case. The treatment plan should

Over 206 EAP's use
TopDrawer to keep track of
clients, resources, accounts,

insurance and activities
TopDrawer is the most-used software for EAP
record keeping by external, internal, labor and,
government EAPs. It handles all the record
keeping and reporting any EAP, from the largest
to the smallest, really ever needs.
Yet,TopDrawer is the most inexpensive, easy to
learn, easy to use EAP software available.
It provides full-size in-take, case record and
insurance claim screens. It maintains a referral
database. It tracks non-client activities such as
training and Interventions. It produces
meaningful, uncomplicated activity reports.
And iYs only $485. No wonder iCS so well-used

TopDrawer keeps it simple
FREE SAMPLE PflOGRAMI

Call 1.800-354-0428
or 303-79B-9606

ROTHSCHILD'S 
FAX303-850-7977

F 1 ~ ~ s R~ P.OhBox 3106
Littleton CO 80161
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then be discussed. The progress achieved by
the client should be presented by the clini-
cal staff who are most responsible for the
client. Periodically the staff should be pro-
vided with profiles of the cases. It enhances
the usefulness of everyone's efforts and also
serves to present an accurate picture of the
treatment site's clients.
The use of computerized assessment

software continues to be met with a posi-
tive response in manq clinics that provide
treatment for behavioral healthcare.

In selecting the assessment software,

agencies should become knowledgeable

about the development and history of the

software, its tested validity and reliability

and the demands the software may place

on current hardware resources. No selec-
tion should be made before a thorough
testing has been done, including contacts
with clinics who are currently using the
software.
Many counties and states are already

requiring treatment providers to use

assessment software. Further, in many

locations, providers are being asked to for-

ward the data contained in the databases

to the offices of research and evaluation of

the departments of drug and alcohol

administration.
Clinics should not underestimate the

importance of involving all levels of clini-

cal and administrative staff who will be

using the assessment software. Training

toward understanding the whys and hows

of the decision process will significantly

and positively impact on the success of the

assessment's use.

Derrick is director of Addiction Research

and Computer Software of NortbEast

Treatment Centers in Philadelphia, and one

of the developers of the Addiction Severity

Index Biopsychosocial (ASI/BPS). Kushner is

director of Biostatics at Biomedical Com-

puter Research Institute Inc. also in Phila-

delphia. He bas developed several software

packages for the chemical dependency field.

Are you looking for an
Alternative
to In-patient

Hospitalization
for the young Adult?

WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER
is located on a working cattle ranch in the rugged mountains of
Northwest Montana. The center's primary goal is to re-establish self-
esteem with a life free from chemical dependency.

Exclusively designed for males 14-24
Medically supervised, licensed facility
Covered by most medical insurance
60 days primary treatment including

utilizing the steps of AA & NA
21 Day Wilderness Expedition
4 day family program
Outcome documentation available
Listed by Avon Books as one of the

~ 100 best!

Write or call:

WILDERNESS
TREATMENT CENTER

200 Hubbart Dam Road
Marion, MT 59925

X1406) 854-2832
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ckerd Family Youth Alternatives
Inc. emerged from the turbulence
of the late 1960s, a time not only

characterized by love, peace and "flower
power," but also drugs, sexual freedom and
social protest. In 1968, recognizing the
extraordinary problems youth were facing
in his own state of Florida, Jack Eckerd, a
successful businessman, and his wife,
Ruth, founded Camp E-How-Ke~one
of the nations' first therapeutic wilderness
programs for troubled youth. Camp E-
How-Kee embodied the spirit of its Indian

name: "his open door," offering runaway,

truant and other troubled youth a safe
haven in which to examine their problems
and explore solutions with their families.

Agency Growth

The Eckerds' vision has grown in the
last 28 years, resulting in the establish-

ment of 16 camps in seven states, includ-
ing Florida, Georgia, North Carolina,
Tennessee, Rhode Island, Vermont and

New Hampshire. These model programs

are now known as the Eckerd Wilderness
Educational System (EWES) that serves
boys and girls, ages 10 to 17, in a year-

round therapeutic wilderness setting.
Together, these camps offer nearly 1,000

youth each year an opportunity to trans-

form school failures into academic suc-

cesses, convert family conflicts into

understanding and replace lack of self-

worth with feelings of confidence and

self-esteem.

Since the establishment of the first camp
in 1968, the difficulties of the youth par-
ticipating in the wilderness camping expe-

rience have dramatically changed. Typi-

cally they present more severe school and

20
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behavioral problems, including mental
health and substance abuse issues, and are
more likely to have a history of delinquent
offenses. EWES has responded by evolving
inco a comprehensive system of individual-

izedservices. It has established drug educa-

tion programs and substance abuse sup-
portgroups, often linking youth to mental

health providers, as well, for treatment of

depression or to address a history of

parental abuse or neglect. Onsite medical

care is available to ensure the health of all

participating campers.

EWES: The Model
The troubled and delinquent youth

that come to Eckerd live in small, self-
reliant groups of 10 to 12 campers in a

wilderness setting. A minimum of 2 to 3
counselors live with the campers on a full-

time basis, allowing the counselor to build
strong relationships with campers, which

are based on mutual trust, respect and

cooperation. For many youth, this may be
the first positive relationship they have
ever had with an adult.

This model is based on an interdepen-

dence between all group members, requir-

ing that they work together to meet com-

munity needs. While some wilderness

programs for youth take a survivalist

approach, requiring youth to be responsi-

ble for finding their own food source,

EWES emphasizes the importance of

cooperation and teamwork in making the
entire community a success. For instance,
if campers do not work together to com-
plete the task of weatherizing their living
shelters in preparation for winter, the
entire group may suffer the natural conse-

quences: cold, damp living quarters.

These types of activities help you~h under-

stand the important role each person plays

within their own society.

Onsite classes, facilitated by certified
teachers, present a curriculum that forces

campers to apply reading, writing and
arithmetic concepts to a variety of wilder-

ness projects. For instance, campers are

required to design, draft and build new

shelters for the camp. This "learning by
doing" approach has proven to be an

effective teaching strategy for these youth

who have typically experienced problems
learning through rote memorization and
traditional classroom lectures. In fact,

youth often gain one or more academic
school years in less than a year.

Involving the Family

Families can often make the difference
between a youth's success or failure.
Parents, however, are often so frustrated

by the time their son or daughter reaches
the EWES program that they simply
"don't know what to do anymore."
Counselors work with family members to
resolve conflict and enhance parents' abil-
ity to deal with stressful situations. This
support begins when the youth first enters
the program in order to prepare families
for the youth's transition back into the

home environment.

The Adventure Module
Most recently, Eckerd developed "adven-

ture modules" in campsite construction,

canoeing, high/low ropes courses and

backpacking. Each of these modules takes
four weeks to complete and requires that a

group of campers progress through a

sequence of therapeutic experiences. As

employeeassistance



campers progress through each module,

the counselor initiates acquaintance activi-

ties that help the youth get to know one

another. Basically, acquaintance activities

are designed to build trust and communi-

cation between campers, problem-solving

skills, individual responsibility, and finally,

social responsibility and teamwork.

The modular programming concept was

developed in response to the growing num-

ber of third-party payment plans that lim-

ited ayouth's length-of-stay to 30 days. The

modular system ensures that even youth

participating in the program for 30 days are
able to benefit fully from the therapeutic

wilderness experience—an experience orig-

inally designed to last for up to one year.

Other Model Programs

In addition to EWES, Eckerd adminis-

ters the Eckerd Youth Conservation Corps

and Eckerd Juvenile Justice Services.

Eckerd Youth Conservation Corps (EYCC),

modeled after the ,President Roosevelt's

Civilian Conservation Corps, was estab-

Learning Center

lished in 1988 to meet the educational,

developmental and vocational needs of

young adults 18-24 years who have

dropped out of school, are unemployed or

under-employed. EYCC currently operates

~~~~~ ALERT J4X
L'mpioyee assistance providers are discovering what taw
enforcennent officers have long known about- the F~LLIti'
J4X breath alcohol tester.
Whether at the office or
in the field, the AI,ER'I' is
accurate, dependable and
easy to use. Simply push k
a button, and your clients
breath test results are
displayed instantly.
I'he. AI..F,R'I' can also: `~""~u;
retest imrnediately.

Made by a leading
manufacturer of
law enforcement
breath. alcohol
testers for more
than 18 years.

ALCOHOL
COUNTERMEASURE
SYSTEMS
3538 Peoria Street
suite soy
Aurora, CO 80010

3033665699
Call fora free
30-day trial. 0~ ~ blo ~ :040

programs in three locations, including Ft.

Lauderdale, Fla.; Christmas, Fla.; and

Tyrrell County, N. C. Since its implemen-

tation in 1988, EYCC has educated and

trained more than 800 young men and

women.

While in the program, Corps members

receive one year of on-the-job training and

continuing education opportunities, and

participate in a variety of community ser-

vice projects. The Corps contracts with

government agencies and other non-profit

organizations to perform work projects

designed to conserve, protect and enhance

the natural environment, improve local

communities, and conserve energy and

other natural resources. The relationship

between the Corps and public sector

groups provides acost-effective arena for

local area improvements, while offering

young adults opportunities to continue

their education and develop positive

employment skills.

Eckerd Juvenile Justice Services (EJJS) is

comprised of a continuum of services

AdCare Hospital offers a complete spectrum

of high-qualify, cost-effective treatment services

for the substance abuser. Our treatment model

matches the individual needs of patients with

the most appropriate level of care. That makes us

a real resource to EAP professionals seeking

to make the best referral for their clients. For more

information about AdCare Hospital, call us at

1-800345-3552, ext. 375. We're ready to help.

~DC~F, ~HOSPITfL
107 Lincoln Street, Worcester, MA 01605, 1-800-345-3552, ext. 375
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including community-based residential

services, day treatment and aftercare ser-

vices. They meet the comprehensive needs

of male youth, 13-18 years of age, who are

involved in the juvenile justice system.

Programs are located in communities

throughout Florida. Participation in pro-

gram services range in length from six

months up to one year.

Model programs assist youth in develop-

ing coping, communication and anger

management skills. While in the program,

youth participate in individual and group

counseling, vocational education training,

substance abuse education and treatment.

Youth also are involved in experiential edu-

cational opportunities, as well as recreation-

al/leisure activities to promote alternatives

to delinquent activities. Family support ser-

vices are available to ensure a smooth tran-

sition back into the community.

Agency Mission:
The mission of the organization is to

provide quality, alternative programs

Group sesrion

throughout the United States to children,
youth and young adults. These programs
are based on the concepts of a belief in
God, individual dignity, self-esteem and
self-improvement for those served, their
families and our employees.
We will expand current programs,

adjust programs or develop new programs
to meet the needs of those we serve in a
changing society. Growth will take place
within the limits of human and financial
resources and in ways that preserve the
integrity of the Eckerd model.

Established in 1983, Americare Systems, Inc. offers
a full range of work/family services for corporate

clients and their employees.

QV~~ c~ DoESN'T COST,
IT PAYS!

Open to joint venture partnering 1-800-842-6161

mer~ear~
~ yst~ms
Y 'nc.

Americare Systems, Inc,
1400 Woodward Ave. Suite 20 •Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304-3972

Executive Staff:
Executive staff are based at Eckerd

Family Youth Alternatives' administrative

offices located in Clearwater, Fla.

Executive officers include:

Chairman: Jack Eckerd

Vice President of Operations (EWES

and EYCC): George Young

Vice President of Juvenile Justice
Services: Ron Stepanik

Vice President of Professional Services:
James P. Sartain

Vice President of F.~cternal Affairs:
Andy Anderson

Vice President of Human Resources:
Kathy Davanzo

Eckerd Family

Youth Alternatives Inc.

Admissions Department
100 North Starcrest Drive
Clearwater, Florida 34625

(813) 4G1-2990; 800-554-4357
Fax: (813) 442-5911

• • •

~~

90-day post-primary residential aftercare

•Chemical dependency or CD
w/secondary diagnosis

•State licensed/CARF Accredited

• Work Requirement

•Separate Men's, Women's and
Co-Ed Residences

•Affordable

Mpls. Men's Program
(612) 827-2517

Mpls. Women's Program
(612) 869-3223

Phoenix Co-Ed Program
(602) 274-5424
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AP COST-BENEFIT PERFORMANCE

Research Backs Udlue Added Role of Internal Program

B y C h e I I e D a i n a s,

t has become increasingly important

that employee assistance programs
demonstrate to organizations how

their services are "value-added." Few stud-
ies have been conducted regarding the cost

benefits of EAPs since the McDonnell-

Douglas study in 1989. The relationship

between EAP services, utilization and

costs needs to be better demonstrated and

better understood. What impact do EAP

services have on medical care and level of

treatment? For which types of clients can

EAP services achieve the greatest impact?

What kind of EAP services are most ef~ec-

tive for which types of problems?

Since Abbott Laboratories' EAP was

implemented in early 1987, more than

2,500 of the company's employees in Lake

County, Illinois have received EAP assess-

ment, referral and case management ser-

vices. Employees using EAP services have

reported a variety of problems, including

substance abuse, emotional disorders and

marital/family problems. During 1994, a

cost-benefit study was conducted to eval-

uate the effectiveness of Abbott's internal

EAP services.

Parameter and Findings

The study included an EAP Group: all

Abbott Lake County employees (380) who

received EAP services during 1990; and a

Control Group: all Abbott Lake County

employees (484) having mental health/

substance abuse (MHSA) diagnoses during

1990 who did not receive EAP services.

Based on 1991-92 Medstat data, three

specific diagnostic categories accounted for

the highest employee benefit costs; there-

fore, subjects were separated into sub-

groups: (a) mood disorders, (b) anxiety dis-

orders and (c) substance abuse disorders.

Cost Differential. Both total medical

may/june 1996
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inpatient and outpatient benefit costs

were less for EAP than control subjects.

The calculated cost differential between

the EAP and control groups is substantial:

(101 EAP subjects X $9,156 inpatient

costs) + (380 EAP subjects X $1,115 out-

patient costs) _ $1,348,456. The annual

cost for EAP services during 1990 was

$225>000. Inferring that the cost differ-

ence is due to the provided EAP services,

their yield was a $6 return on every dollar

invested in the program.

Treatment Utilization. EAP subjects

received more MHSA treatment, both

inpatient and outpatient, than control

subjects. The average inpatient length of

stay was greater, the number of MHSA

inpatient admissions per patient was

smaller and the average number of MHSA

outpatient services used per employee was

greater for EAP subjects. This suggests

that EAP case management facilitates the

appropriate type and level of services for

individuals with mental health/substance

abuse disorders.

P h D

While MHSA treatment costs were

higher for EAP subjec~s, total medical

costs were considerably lower. Inpatient

per diem costs were lower for EAP sub-

jects for both total medical and MHSA

treatment, suggesting that fewer medical

services are provided during hospital stays.

Outpatient costs per service for EAP sub-

jects were lower for total medical but

higher for MHSA services, suggesting that

EAP clients are referred to the most

appropriate professional. Although spe-

cialized treatment costs more, EAPs allow

more efficient and effective care to be pro-

vided for specific disorders.

The pattern of treatment utilization and

costs indicates that EAP clients receive

more appropriate, focused treatment and

are less likely to use unnecessary medical

services. These findings support the medi-

cal offset effect reported in the literature.z,3,"

Mood Disorders. This diagnostic catego-

rydisplayed the same general pattern as all

MHSA disorders. Total medical inpatient

and outpatient benefit costs were lower

while MHSA inpatient and outpatient

benefit costs were higher for EAP subjects

with mood disorders. These patients had

longer ALOS, about the same number of

admissions, lower inpatient per diem

costs, lower outpatient costs per service

and more outpatient services than those in

the control group.

Anxiety Disorders. Contrary ro the gen-

eral findings, EAP subjects with anxiety

disorders cost more for both MHSA and

total medical treatment. These patients

had more inpatient admissions, longer

ALOS, lower inpatient per diem costs,

lower outpatient costs per service and

more outpatient services than controls.

While the cost differences may not be sta-

tistically significant, the pattern is the
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opposite of the other two diagnostic cate-

gories: mood and substance abuse. Further

study is necessary to determine the reasons
for this finding, such as low subject popu-
lation size (N), the lack of effective treat-
ment modalities, misdiagnoses, etc.

Substance Abuse Disorders. This diagnos-

tic category displayed the same general pat-

tern as all MHSA disorders and had the

largest differences between the EAP and
control groups. Total medical inpatient and
outpatient benefit costs were lower, while

MHSA inpatient and outpatient benefit

costs were higher for EAP subjects with

substance abuse disorders. These patients

had shorter ALOS, fewer inpatient admis-

sions, lower inpatient per diem costs, lower

outpatient costs per service and used more

outpatient services than controls.

None of the control subjects had been

provided MHSA inpatient treatment,

although four had received costly medical

inpatient treatment. In addition, control

subjects received a very low average num-

ber (5) of MHSA outpatient sessions com-

pared to EAP subjects (36). Thus, it

.appears that control subjects received med-
ical treatment which did not address the

`EAP subjects cost

an average of $9,156

less per person

in total medical

inpatient costs.

specific treaanent needs of individuals

with substance abuse problems.

Value-Added Role
The findings of this study indicate that

EAP services are cost-effective for MHSA

disorders. In addition, the data supports

AN ALCOHOL The Department of Transportation
TEST TII \T:ti ..

=sue and the Federal Highway Safety. ~n,~.
•""~" ,Administration (DOT/FHWA).Oq mnb~N111SAS pj

"""T"°"'°"' have approved (Federal Register,LMICPII

~-e'D ` ~ ~ April 20th) the disposable

,w~,, <<'~ Q.E.D. Quantitative Saliva

', Alcohol Test for commercial

"̀~' drivers and mass transit

59 '`' employees for alcohol testing.

`off ~ The Q.E.D." is non-invasive,

providing on-site quantitative

,_~~ results in a few minutes, with

proven correlation to blood

analysis. The Q.E.D. can be

used for worksite testing of personnel holding safety-sensitive

positions, random and post-accident testing. The Q.E.D. " can

also be used in detox, inpatient and outpatient programs. Q.E.D.

Screening Testing Technician (ST"I') training seminars, using the

D.O.T, guidelines and requirements, are available to groups of 8

or more throughout the southeast U.S., including Florida. Certified

trainers will conduct these seminu•s and STT certifications will be

issued. For more information, call Carol or Zander at (407) 757-0507.

CARISSA DISTRIBUTORS
1600 W. Eau Gallie Blvd. - #201 •Melbourne, FL, 32935
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the medical offset effect, which postulates

that appropriate behavioral health services

prevent use of additional medical services,

resulting in lower total healthcare costs. In

particular, substance abuse disorders pro-

vide an area of opportunity for reducing

costs. The results suggest that the EAP

plays a "value-added" role by facilitating

the provision of appropriate behavioral

health services.
A limitation of this study is that other

characteristics, between those individuals

who select EAP services from those who do

not, may contribute to the differences

found between groups; Another limitation

was the small population size of some of

the MHSA inpatient and the substance

abuse populations.

For reasons of space, this study was con-

densed. Afull copy, references and tables are

available from the magazine on request.

Dainas is manager of Abbott Corporate

Employee Assistance in Abbott Park, Ill.

YOUTH CARE ACADEMY
Adolescent Residential Treatment

Youth Care effectively treats school failure, learning dis-
abilities, cle~ression, social withdrawal, family problems,
alcohol &drug abuse, eating disorders, non-compliance,
self-destructive behaviors, physical &sexual abuse

State Licensed JCAHO Accredited

• Professional Staff •Initial Assessment
• Accredited Junior and Senior High Schools

1-800-786-4924

Mailing Address: 
Locations:

P.O. Box 909 ~ ~ ~ ~ Draper, UT
Draper, Utah YYYY West Jordan, UT
84020 -

YOUT
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1~ UBSTANCE ABUSE INSTITUTE

1 t' ~ t' ,:t' 1

Linking Prevention, Intervention and Treatment Services One Link at a Time

n December 1994, the Substance

Abuse Institute (SAI) began as a three-

year project of the George Meany

Center for Labor Studies in Silver Spring,

Md. The Institute is funded primarily by

the U.S. Department of Labor and was

established with the cooperation of the

AFIrCIO Department of Community

Services. SAI is a union-based response

whose mission is to increase labor mem-

bers' and leaders' understanding, aware-

ness and commitment to the issue of sub-

stance abuse and to assist in the imple-

mentation of effective programs for pre-

vention, intervention and treatment ser-

vices to its union members and families.

Vision

SAI hopes to encourage the develop-

ment of membership assistance programs

(MAPS) and employee assistance pro-

grams, and to raise the prevention of sub-

stance abuse as a priority among employ-

ers, unions and members' families.

Projects' ̀Best Practices"

The Institute is coordinating examples

of "best practices" with existing assistance

programs that will enable unions to tailor

programs to the conditions and resources

of their local communities.

Using the first survey sample of its

kind, athree-pronged national survey was

sent in March 1996 to 83 International

Union representatives, 623 central labor

councils and 51 state federations.

Stratified random samples of local labor

groups were developed based on geogra-

phy, industry and group size.

There are three major content areas of

the survey: the extent of MAPS' and EAPs'

services, training initiatives and methods

of information dissemination.

These survey efforts will create the most

comprehensive inventory to date of labor

initiatives in substance abuse prevention,

George Meany Center

intervention and treatment. Additionally,

surveys will then provide a baseline with

which to evaluate any future impact of

Institute programs. From this data, the

Institute will use a peer review process to

identify examples of "best practices."

Survey findings will create unique profiles

of existing and potential links throughout

the labor community for the transfer and

communication of information. Prelim-

inarysurvey results were made available in

May with more formal SAI recommenda-

tions this summer.

Clearinghouse

Under the terms of the Department of

Labor grant, SAI is developing an elec-

tronic clearinghouse that provides infor-

mation, technical assistance and training

materials and information to unions and
their members regarding substance abuse.

This past February, SAI posted an an-

nouncement from the Community Anti-

Drug Coalitions of America (CADCA)

about a satellite conference (teleconference)

tied to the March 7, 1996 White House

Leadership Conference on Youth Drug Use

and Violence. Posted on LaborNET, AFL-

CIO's computer-based communication

network that allows national access and

exchange of information, the announce-

ment played a part in coordinating

Portland Oregon's Regional Drug Initiative

(RDI) responding to the teleconference.

Labor leaders from the United Auto

Worker's Union (UAW, Local 492) on

RDI's task force further assisted by provid-

ing access to the General Motors Training

Center where the local teleconference was

held. An incredible coordination of

resources took place. SAI created a link to

the Pacific Northwest and plans to follow-

up with RDI players who will be partici-

pating in the CSAP Labor/Business confer-

ence in Washington, DC, this Spring.

Labor groups interested in additional infor-

mation about LaborNET may call AFL-

CIO headquarters at (202)-637-5267 or

on CompuServe mail at 75300, 3442.

News Bulletin

The Institute released its first quarterly

bulletin, LaborLink, in March 1996. This

bulletin provides information about key

issues that impact union leaders and rep-

resentatives who are interested in sub-

stance abuse policy, prevention and treat-

ment. One section of the bulletin,

"Spotlight On...," will feature various

exemplary union assistance programs.

Educational Programs

SAI coordinates an EAP study course

prior to the EACC examination for union

assistance staff to qualify as Certified

Employee Assistance Professionals (CEAP).

Staff members are exploring ways to offer

advanced EAP training through the Labor

Assistance Professionals (LAP) Organiza-

tion, developing EAP specialities in labor

studies degree programs, and offering an
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advanced EAP course through the Center.

With AFL-CIO's national commitment

to education, SAI hopes to integrate its pre-

vention message with training and educa-

tion curriculum through community ser-

vices training, awareness and prevention

education, advanced MAP/EAP 'training

and other GMC course work, such as stan-

dards of discipline and discharge.

Focus /Discussion Groups

SAI has been conducting discussion

groups around the country with key labor

leaders at the community level to deter-

mine needs and resources in the area of

substance abuse. Meetings have taken place

in Dayton, Ohio and Seattle, Wash., with

labor leaders of the Central Labor Council.

Discussions have also been conducted with

Labor EAP practitioners in Las Uegas at

Labor Assistance Professionals (LAP) 1995

conference, and at the 1995 EAPA

National Conference in Seattle.

Conferences

In addition to discussion groups ~in

When offered, t'F~.
•

Counse ing is tihe most
of all services.

Leading EAP's offer

legal counseling.
EAP's know that almost every behavioral health problem can

trigger the need for legal cotmseling.

On average, 22% of EAP clients require legal information, advice
or referral. Divorce, wage garnishments, dn~nk driviang charges,
bankruptcy, violence, unpaid child support —these are the daily
caseload of both EAP's and lawyers.

We provide attorneys who counsel employees over the tele-
phone or in person. Our services are carefiilly structured co
support your counselors:

• Our experienced attorneys are carefiilly credentialed, moai-
tored and insured. Our proprietary Matchmaker'"' software
links your client with the right lawyers.

• Attorneys who provide telephone counseling may not
self refer.

• We shield you and your sponsoring employers from liability.

• Lawyer-client communications are strictly confidential.

• We provide 24-hour services in an emergency.

After years of experience and thousands of calls, we know our
business. We can help.

I~1~~~JPHON~,„>
Yrt~virliug l»:pluyee Legal Serufces

To Milltores of Farntlies

1-800-535-1182
In Canada, 1-800-948-7377

advisory Communications Systems, Inc ~~ •X150] Forbes Fio~tlevard Lanham, MD 20706

Seattle, SAI formally conducted an exami-

nation of peer assistance in its "Enhancing

EAP Ualue Through Labor Involvement"

presentation at the EAPA national confer-

ence. SAI has been approved by EAPA Dis-

trict I to present on labor's perspective and

approach to EAP program evaluation at the

regional conference in Atlantic City, N.J.

SAI has also participated in AFL-CIO's

Community Services Conferences at both

national and local levels providing work-

shops on substance abuse prevention. The

Institute has linked Labor with the Center

for Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP) in

the planning of amanagement/labor forum

entitled "Teaming Up for Prevention:

Business, Labor and Government," that

was held in Washington, DC, in April.

Several labor leaders presented their work-

place substance abuse prevention initia-

tives, including highlights of Association of

Flight Attendants EAP, Labor's Health and

Safety Fund, Opeation Red Block, and

NY State Federations' EAP/Community

Services. SAI staff will participate in panel

discussions on union involvement in sub-

stance abuse prevention as well as union

prevention efforts through peer assistance

program initiatives.

Vital Statistics

Members of Office and Professional

Employees International Union (OPEIU)

and the Newspaper Guild, Loca135 [a sec-

tor of the Communication Workers of

America (CWA)] SAI staff consists of three

employee assistance program profession-

als—a director, an EAP specialist and an

information manager—and an administra-

tive assistant

Elena Carr, Director

Joe McGarry, EAP Specialist

Jeff Mintzer, Information Manager

Nalini Roy, Administrative Assistant

Substance Abuse Tnstittxte

C;eorge M.cany

Center fa' Labor Studies

10000 New ~ta~npshire Avemi~

Silver Spring, MD 20)03

(30X)?E3'(-.1239

Fax: (301) 431-1654

siibstaziceabuse,7l 363.4C~C?

compuserve.com (e-mail)
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HERE'S MORE TO OUTCOME EVALUATION

THAN ~~IEASURING OUTCOME

Develop More Appropriate Objectives Through Careful Examination of Processes

B y

utcome information is impor-

tant, but there are some issues
ghat should not be overlooked in

the quest for results.

The basic components of the EAP pro-

cess include casefinding, assessment and

referral, treatment, return-to-work and

follow-up. In addition, many EAPs also

carry out a variety of organization-cen-

tered activities, such as supervisory con-

sultation, work-group intervention and

critical incident debriefing. Further, they

often are responsible for or participate in

managed care functions.

In a process involving such a complex

array of activities, we generally choose a

limited set of outcomes to examine. Most

commonly, the focus of outcome evalua-

tions for EAPs has been on their effects on

worker productivity, including indicators

such as worker performance, workplace

accidents and absenteeism. More recently,

there has been a clarion call to focus atten-

tion on the outcomes for treatment.

Stressing these two areas (productivity and

treatment) is only natural. The first

reflects the priority of the organization co

insure a return on its investment. The sec-

ond stems from the logical conclusion

that positive workplace results require suc-

cessful treatment.

Which Outcomes?
While organizations cannot be faulted

for their attention to an EAP's payoff, this

attention to the exclusion of other core

outcomes may have some unintended

consequences. There are, within the EAP

process, numerous other outcomes that

determine EAP effectiveness. What about

case finding? If EAPs reduce the conse-
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quences to the organization of troubled

employees, it only stands to reason that

one of the outcomes to consider would be

the percent of covered individuals in need

that actually received assistance from the

EAP. This is not measured by the utiliza-

tion rate. It is measured by the proportion

of the population at risk that comes to the

EAP. Measurement of successful clinical

outcome and improved work productivity

does little to inform our understanding of

the extent to which the EAP is effectively

meeting the needs of the organization.

Another important outcome is the

supervisory referral rate. Related to the

issue of case finding, this outcome is tied

to the efficacy of the EAPs' supervisory

training and rapport with supervisors.
Supervisors remain an important part of

efforts to identify troubled employees

early. A third example is referral compli-

ance. The aim of the EAP is not only to

assess and refer, but to motivate the person

to follow through on the referral.

To a great extent, what we measure

defines whac we are. A focus solely on

treatment-outcome and productivity-

measures inherently defines the aim of

the EAP as a reactor whose primary suc-

cesses hinge on the initiative of individu-

als. What makes the EAP an EAP is its

integration into the worksite. However, if

key measures of worksite performance are

not a part of the assessment of outcome,

the message is that they are not impor-

tant. As EAPs blend with managed care,

the risk is that the worksite elements of

EAP will be subsumed by the elements

aimed at controling benefit costs.

Is Outcome All There Is?

In comparing the cost-effectiveness of

two different family counseling centers,

findings indicated that one of the counsel-

ing centers was substantially more cost-

effective than the other. The executive

director of the agency that came out less

cost-effective raised an important point

that we had not considered in our analy-

sis. While both agencies were providing

family counseling, his agency was

responding to a markedly different popu-

lation of school-referred, high-risk adoles-

cents. After a closer look, it became clear

that the higher cost was largely a result of

the high number of outside contacts

required to respond to the problems of

these high-risk youth.

This was my first lesson that outcome

cannot be looked at apart from process.

Outcome evaluation is binary. An activity

or program is either effective or not ef£ec-

tive, meets the objective or does not.

What a pure outcome evaluation fails_ to

continued on- page 29
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ES , VIRGINIA, THERE IS AN INTERNET

Even the Inexperienced Will Find It Easy to Access Good EA Sites

B y

he Internet is a concept. It is

brought to life by a worldwide sys-

tem of text and data communica-

tions (with voice added in the very near

future) that connects millions of comput-

ers—PCs, laptops, huge mainframes, and
probably some more permutations too

new to even be called generic. As Internet

gurus Harley Hahn and Rick Stout

describe it in their book The Internet Com-
plete Reference (Osborne McGraw-Hill,
Berkeley, Calif.: 1994), "The Internet is

the name for a group of worldwide infor-

mation sources. These resources are so vast

as to be well beyond the comprehension of

a single human being. Not only is there no
one who understands all the Internet,

there is no one who even understands most

of the Internet."

So, you are not alone. Furthermore, if
you're intimidated by the terms used on

the Internet—servers, frontends, ftps,

UNIX, SLIP, WAIS, MUDS, MUSES,

MOOS, the Web, gopher, Veronica,

Archie, Mosaic, Usenet, shells and IRC>

just to mention afew—relax.

And finally, if you're turned-off by those
seemingly absurd Internet "addresses"

(such as http://wwwmagic.mb.ca/~lampi/

new_drugs.html)...well, lay back and chill

out. (That particular address incidently

will put you into the web site called "The

Drug Education Page," an excellent

resource for employee assistance and
human resource professionals.)
When you elect to become a "citizen"

of the Internet, you'll find plain English

definitions of all these otherwise horrific

acronyms and "borrowed" identities, and
you'll find that any address chat appeals to

you can be identified with an organiza-
tion or individual and put into your

online "phone book" and from then on,

it's point and click.

R i c h a r d B i c k e r t o n

Sites Worth Noting
Here:s a brief sampling of sane of

the Internet sites and addresses that ;
can prove very useful. '?
HABIT SMART

Information oiz theories of habit

change and ways of ~xlanaging prob-

leAnatic habitual behavior moderation

training, ways to cope with urges..

http://www cts.com.80/~habtsxnrt/

IX~B OFADDICTIONS

Information on alcohol and drug

addictiai, fads about wide variety of

drugs, articles about issues in addiction.

http:Uwww.well.com/user/woa/

AL-ANONAND ALATEEN

Each organization's 12 Steps and. 12

Traditions, list of toil-free telephone

numbers.

http:// solar. rtd. irtic. edu/man-anon

INFOI2Jl1ATIONABO UT AA

Not affiliated with Alcoholics

Anonymous, but provides materials for

people interested in AA and a calendar ~!

of /1A conferences anti events.

http:/www. moscow.com/Resources/

Selfi-Ie(p/AA?

RESOURCES

Deals with alcoholism and drug

addiction <uid information on treat-

Illf'I1T 1'CSOUI'CES.

littp: //pages.prodipy. tom/NY/

alcholis m/alcoholism.litml

C Q MM UNI T Y PA R T N F_ R S HI P 5

'1'liis site is sponsored ley Join

Together, which is funded by the

Robert Wood Johnson Noundation. It

provides information oit the national

resource center for communities fight-

ingsubstance abuse.

http: /lwww.jointogether. org/

jointogether.htrnl

How It Works
Loosely, it works like this. A frontend is

like a doorway that you go through to get

to the server whose "garage" houses all

those search engines—such as gopher and
its clones and helpers. The server sends

these search engines forth on your com-

mand to get the information you want.

Or, you can go through the doorway and

tell the server the Internet address of the

place you want to visit, and the server will

personally escort you there—like riding in

a taxi. Once there, you can stroll through

an unbelievable amount of information,

any amount of which you can "take back"

with you by way of downloading it to

your very own computer.

One daunting aspect of the Internet at

the moment is the uproar of competition.

There are probably hundreds of servers

that you can subscribe to, and access to

each server is probably by way of any one

of hundreds of frontends. Don't let this

competition deter you from using the

Internet. You are not a partner to the

competition. You are the beneficiary. If

either your frontend or server have to

abandon the Internet, some other fron-

tend/server combination will pick you up

without missing a beat.

What to Watch Out for
There is a dark side to the Internet. As

health professionals know, all of society is

suffused with individual and group path-

ology, dementia and the urge to maim and

destroy for no reason other than the thrill

of having harmed others or destroyed
their property. The Internet is no excep-

tion. Otherwise intelligent human beings

devote themselves to creating "viruses." A

user of the Internet may inadvertently

download a virus disguised as a helpful

piece of information, and the virus is
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turned loose on the user's hard drive.

Result: the user's hard drive is meticulously

disabled or wiped clean of all information

(patient or client. information gathered

over a period of many years, for example).

Even the operating system of the user's

computer may be destroyed.

Internet site administrators try to catch

a virus before it can be passed on to others,

but the volume of use and the intricacies of

operation allow many viruses to slip

through. On the other hand, good virus-

detecting software is available for installa-

tion on your computer. That and a wari-

ness about opening files you find in your

mail even though you did not ask for them

are the best protections against any virus.

There are hundreds of other sites on the

world wide web, and in the other areas

accessible off the web, such as USENET

and file transfer protocol (FTP) sites.

Certainly, one of the most useful ones is the

site hosted by the National Clearinghouse

on Alcohol and Drug Information

(NCADI). Its web address is http://

wwwhealth.org, and being able to access

the site means you can be among the first

to receive information (such as the

Household studies) by downloading

instead of ordering and suffering out the

tedious process of waiting for processing,

taking up to 90 days.

Another invaluable site is the one host-

ed by the Society for Human Resources

Management, which deals with many of

the issues of interest to the EAP pro-

fessional. Its web address is http://

www shrm.org.

The New Jersey Council on Alcoholism

and Drug Dependence has its own web site:

http: //memb ers. aol. tom/n j cada/homepg/

home.htm. And a source called Satore

Township has a web site crammed with

information that addiction professionals

will find invaluable. The address is

http://www.crl.com/~mikekell/

viwrefhtml New sites are being developed

every day. So don't lie shy, hook up your

modem, find a reliable frontend and server,

and give the world a call.

Bickerton, EAs Washington Online

expert, is president and founder of EAP

Editorial Services which offers access to

extensive articles, document searches and

downloading.
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continued from page 27
do is provide insight into what works.

In a recent review of the literature on the

treatment of cocaine addiction, very few

studies were available on the effectiveness

of different components of care other than

pharmacotherapy. Studies of psychothera-

pyoutcome generally suggest it has a posi-

tive effect, but provide us with little more

about what works than that the client/

therapist relationship is important.

Outcome information, in the absence of

process analysis, is like teaching a deaf man

to sing; there is no possibility to give con-

structive feedback. If, as in the case of

cocaine treatment, outcome information

tells us success is improbable, we may

encounter managers, as I have, who won-

der if treatment should be provided at all.

Good information on what works, how-

ever, can shape what EAPs do. Consider

step-down treatment. It has become an

increasingly common practice, in part, as a

means of cost reduction. But its practice

was buttressed substantially by any number

of studies suggesting no difference in out-

come between inpatient and structured

outpatient treatment for certain types of

substance abusing patients.

In addition to carefWly choosing the

outcomes to assess, one needs to take time

and care to define the processes that are

being assessed. Although it may be diffi-

cult, EA professionals also need to look

more carefully at the different components

of what to do and how they affect outcome.

For example, it came as a surprise to find

studies suggesting that group therapy for

cocaine addiction may be counterproduc-

tive in the early stages of treatment. It is

through the careful examination of process-

es that we develop more effective approach-

es to reach our objectives.

The assessment of outcome is valuable,

but measuring outcome in and of itself

does not improve what we do. We must

also carefully choose the outcomes we

measure and link the processes to them.

Harlow, current chair of the Research

Committee for EAPA, is associate professor of
Administrative Sciences and director of the

Center for Applied Research and Evaluation

in the School of Business and Public

Administration at the University ofHouston-

Clear Lake.
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"... a roto ep p
o what we
should ha eV
or all
chil ren
eve where."
Dr. Lee Salk
Late psychologist, author and Kidsl-~ace's first
National Director of Prevention Services

idsPeace is a private, not-for-profit
organization that has been dedicated to

helping kids in crisis since 1882. Along with

innovative prevention and education

services, KidsPeace offers a

continuum of treatment unmatched G~``~~

by any other organization in the `''

nation.

KidsPeace treats more than

2,000 children from across

the country each day,

employing 1,500 " ~;3b ,M;.i~
caregivers in 25 ~, `~:~~~y~~ .,ti'
locations. ~.!~ '

KidsPeace was ~~'° ?~;t ~~~
recently recognized by
the American Association
of Psychiatric Services
for Children's
"Outstanding Organization
Award" for exemplary
service to kids in crisis.

11~ N

KidsPeace National
Centers for Kids in Crisis SM
Pennsylvania 1.800.8!(ID-123

■ Campus-, community- and
family-based residential care

■ Serving kids, newborn-21, and
their families

■ Diagnostic —acute/shelter care

■ Partial hospitalization

■ Education

■ Intensive Treatment Family
Program

■ Crisis intervention

■ Parent training

■ National Referral Network

■ National Affiliates Network

New England 1.800.992-9KID
■ Ellsworth, Maine, location ■Licensed and approved
■ Treating kids ages 8-18 school

■ Diagnostic/acute care •Crisis intervention

■ Campus-based residential •National Referral Network

treatment ■National Affiliates Network

i

• National Hospital ~~ - ~~
for Kids in Crisis° ',

Pennsylvania 1-800.44-MY-KID
■ Acute inpatient psychiatric ■Eating Disorders ~

care programs for: Treatment Track
Children 5-9 (anorexia, bulimia,
Preadolescents 10-13 compulsive eating)
Adolescents 14-18

KitlsPeace helps before,
during and after crisis.
Learn how you can, too,
by sending for our

FREE* educationalbrochures.
mply complete the coupon at right
lay and mail to KiclsPeace
vancement, 5100 Tilghman St.,
to 010, Allentown, PA 18104.

pe for quantity orders. See coupon

KidsPeace is accredited by Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, The American
Association of Psychiatric Services for Children, antl
Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools.
Accepting most major insurers. KidsPeace does not
discriminate in its admissions with regard to sex, race,
creed, color, national origin, religious beliefs, disabilities or
handicapping •__ I~~ ~~~~
conditions. -_

YES, KidsPeace! ❑Please send me your FREE' 24 Ways You Can EA2
Prevent Child Abuse;' "15 Ways to Help Your Kids Through Crisis," "What Every
Preteen Really Wants You to Know..." and "Seven Standards for Effective i
Parenting" brochures today. (Mall-In only please.) ~

~ Name ~
~ i
~ title ~

~ ~
~ School/Organization ~

~ ~
~ Address ~

~ City State Zip ~

i i
~ Phone ( ) ~
~ *Quantity order discount price Iist mailed with above brochures. ~

Return to KldsPeace Advancement
5100 Tilghman St., Sulte 010, Allentown, PA 18104. i
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Why Do We Get Addicted? A New Understanding
Including a simple new technique to eliminate any addictive urge in 9 out of 10

The Anaciety-Addiction Connection
This exciting and revolutionary book
(currently also published in France and
Germany) will give you a fresh new
understanding of addictions and provide a
valuable tool for recovery, showing you how
to rapidly eliminate any addictive urge.

Addiction is a dependency on some
substance or activity which causes some
degree of harm to, or interference with, a
person's life. The dependency is powered
by the tranquilizing (ie, anxiety masking)
effect of the substance or activity.

What you will learn.
• The most effective and latest technol-

ogy in addiction treatment.
• How to eliminate any addictive urge in

9 out of 10 addicts in less than a
minute.

• Why addicts are self-destructive and
what to do about it.

• Why some people become addicts and
others don't.

• Why obsessive-compulsive disorders,
nail biting and hair pulling are addic-
tions.

• How to improve your ability to visualize
being healthy and free of any craving.

• Anew, fast and simple technique to re-
duce stress and easily relax.

This book and videotape package offers a
new understanding of the basic causes of
addiction and details the step-by-step
procedure for eliminating any addictive
urge. It works on 9 out of 10 addicts
eliminating any craving including:
tobacco alcohol
heroin cocaine
food prescribed meds
chocolate marijuana
nail biting hair pulling

It takes only minutes. While you think
about how good it would be to eat or
drink or smoke your favorite substance,
do the simple treatment and feel your de-
sire vanish! The temporary reduction or
elimination of craving is immediate!

It is a natural, drug free process that
appears to get at the REASON why you eat
when you shouldn't or can't stop eating
when you want. Many notice that after the
brief treatment, not only is their urge to
indulge gone but they feel remarkably re-
laxed and free of tension.

The simple energy treatment tempo-
rarily decreases or removes the stress and
tension that fired your desire.

Eliminate "Self Sabotage"
About 99% of all addicts suffer from self-
sabotage ("psychological reversal") or
what you may know as a psychological
block. This condition can turn you into
your own worst enemy and prevent you
from achieving your goals.

Learn how to recognize and correct this
self-destruct mode. The book and
videotape detail quick easy steps to help
you out of this negative pattern.
This new approach, Thought Field
TherapyT"', to addictions, is one of the
"power therapies" of the next century.
Now in its sixteenth year of development,
TFT, is becoming recognized as "one of
the most effective and most powerful for
quick clinical relief and help....and the idea
of psychological reversal is one of the major
discoveries in psychology" (Gary Emery,
PhD, co-author, Anxiety Disorders and
Phobias: A.Cognitive Perspective).

"What's fascinating about TFT is it s
quick, Painless, and it's success rate is
almost unbelievable...anywhere from 80-
97% which is really unheard of in the fteld
of mental health in any type of treatment
over t{tis whole century." Shad Meshad,
President, National Veterans Founda-
tion &Founder and Author of the
National Vet Center Program.

The author and founder of TFT, Roger J.
Callahan, PhD, is a graduate of Univ. of
Michigan with a doctorate in clinical
psychology from Syracuse University. He
is the author of six books, published in
USA, France and Germany. And has
appeared on national radio and television
shows including Good Morning America,
CNN, Evening Magazine, Regis and
Cathy, Donahue and many others.

Dr. Callahan Cautions!
The simple procedures will need to be
repeated. The intensity and frequenry
with which overwhelming cravings
return should decrease over time. The
treatment lasts for varying amounts of
time depending on the individual's stress
level. But, it is so easy to repeat and can
be done within minutes; leaving you
relaaced and with no desire to indulge
when you shouldn't.

The video, Addiction Breaking System,
includes some special procedures for
those more complex cases that don't
respond immediately to the simple
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techniques. It demonstrates, step-by-
step, the simple urge reduction proce-
dures and some more involved tech-
niques for difficult cases.
Still skeptical? You needn't be as you
may review this book and video tape
without risk.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
If for any reason after you examine the
materials for a full ninety days, you are
not delighted, simply return for a prompt
refund of the purchase price.

BONUS! Call now, order the book and
video and receive FREE the audio tape
"Eliminate Your Addictive Urge':
EXTRA BONUS: Say you saw this ad in
Employee Assistance and receive a free free
telephone consultation (estimated value
$75). Call Toll Free! 800 359-CURE or FAX
619 360-5258 or mail the coupon below

Please rush me the book &video Anx~
ety-Addiction Connection by Dr. Roger
Callahan at $57.00 plus $6 shipping (CA
add sales tax). I understand that I have
the right to return the package any time
within 90 days and receive a refund of
purchase price. Whatever my decision,
the two bonuses are mine to keep.

Name

Company

Address

City/State/Zip

Check enclosed or charge my
❑Visa ❑MasterCard

Card No.

Exp. Date

Signature
Mail to:

Callahan TechniquesTM
45350 Vista Santa Rosa,

Dept. EAM
Indian Wells, CA 92210

Dr. Callahan is a member of APA, a fel-
low of The American Academy of Psy-
choiogists Treating Addiction and a
member of the Better Business Bureau.


